
Conceptualisation of a Belief Revisionapproach to Information RetrievalDavid E. Losada and Alvaro BarreiroDept. Computer ScienceUniversity of A CorunnaSpainemail:flosada,barreirog@dc.�.udc.esAbstract. In this work we present the conceptualisation of a recent BeliefRevision approach to Information Retrieval. After a brief introduction of theapproach, the conceptualisation is presented. It follows the framework pro-posed by Lalmas and Bruza for comparison of di�erent logical approaches toInformation Retrieval. Finally, future lines of work are commented.1 Belief Revision and Information RetrievalBelief Revision (BR) deals with the issue of updating a knowledge base in the lightof new information. The trivial case appears when the new information does not con-tradict the previous knowledge, and the revision simply expands the knowledge basewith the new information. When conicts arise, the basic policy is that the revisedknowledge base must imply the new information and retain as much old knowledgeas possible. Therefore, some criterion is needed in order to decide what parts of thenew information are closest to the old information. Model-based approaches to BR es-tablish an order among the models of the new information induced by the knowledgebase. Models of the revised theory are the minimal models of the new information inthis order. If we regard the representation of a query q as a theory and a documentrepresentation d as a new information, the BR process q �d produces a measure of theuncertainty of d ! q, in the line proposed by van Rijsbergen in [7]. The applicationof this BR process to the �eld of Information Retrieval (IR) has been introduced in arecent work [6]. The BR operator suggested by Dalal [3] , �D , was proposed to carryout the revision, q �D d. An important result in this direction is that using Dalal'soperator ensures theoretically an ordering among the documents which follows thenotion of proximity to the query. In [6] the BR framework was used to build a sim-ilarity measure, BRsim, that was shown equivalent to the inner product matchingfunction, which is frequently used in the vector-space model. However, this equiva-lence was done restricting the expressiveness of the query. This decision was madein order to get some clear results showing that classical measures can be modeledwithin a logical framework. Disjunctions in queries were treated as conjunctions, sothat the representation was equivalent to a vector of terms. Nevertheless, the frame-work supplied by BR could be used to build more complex measures using the total



expressiveness of the Propositional Logic. In this case and from an IR perspective, theframework would be a Boolean Model extended with measures in the interval [0,1]. Inaddition, the model can deal with partial representations of documents, which is thecase when not every term appears in a document representation. This is not a usualcharacteristic of IR systems.2 ConceptualisationSince van Rijsbergen expressed the necessity of quantifying the uncertainty of therelevance of the document to the query [7], several logical approaches have addressedthis task. Recent works [5, 4, 2] present an analysis of these approaches, showing thatthe question of which logic is the appropriate to quantify the relevance is still subjectto research. In [5] a conceptual framework is proposed to compare the di�erent logicalmodels to IR. We think it is interesting to analyze our proposal within this frameworkin order to understand properly its features.The conceptual framework is based on the evaluation of the way that di�erentapproaches implement the logical uncertainty principle. This principle states that:\ Given any two sentences x and y; a measure of the uncertainty of y ! xrelative to a given data set, is determined by the minimal extent to which wehave to add information to the data set, to establish the truth of y ! x "The conceptual components used are the document representation, d, the queryrepresentation, q, the relevance d! q, the data set and the transformation needed toestablish the truth of d! q. The implementation of this principle within our proposalproduces the conceptual components presented in �g.1.Document representation d Propositional formula d conjunction of literalsQuery representation q Propositional formula q conjunction of literalsRelevance d! q BRsim(d,q)Data set NoneTransformation Revision q �D dFig. 1. Conceptual components of the logical uncertainty principleThe relevance is computed by BRsim, which is equivalent to the inner productquery-document matching function. Nevertheless, as stated above, the BR frameworkis open to de�ne another similarity measures. Moreover, query and document repre-sentations that have conjunctions and disjunctions can be directly used within theframework.An important point is that the model is open to be extended by introducingstructures like thesauri expressing relationships among terms. These structures wouldconstitute the data set in Lalmas' terminology.
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